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that the information provided in your notification to us may be forwarded to the person who
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under the circumstances, i. Click here - to use the wp menu builder Click here - to use the wp
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Copyright Issues Hollywood. Complaint Notice Procedures for Copyright Owners The following
elements must be included in your copyright infringement complaint notice: 1. Whether it's an
installation that might not have gone as planned, or a random problem that comes out of
nowhere. Here is a list of your common car stereo problems, symptoms and solutions to help
get your stereo up and running! Many Jeeps and Chevrolet systems have a data signal wire that
carries a very low voltage signal that tells the OEM Head Unit when to turn on, however; it is not
compatible with aftermarket units. Many cars have built in amplifiers that require a 12v signal to
be sent in order to turn on the Amplifier, most common being Bose, Infinity, and JBL. If you
hear a wining noise that fluctuates with the RPMs of your vehicle, and lessens when the car
engine is turned off, you are dealing with Alternator Wine. Check your ground wires and find a
better place to ground them, e. If you are experiencing headlight dimming when you have your

radio turned up with aftermarket amplifiers and subwoofers, your stereo is pulling too much
power for the alternator to keep up. There are a few solutions to this problem:. If you installed a
new head unit in your car, and you're now noticing that your car's radio has an abnormal
amount of static, you may have wired the unit incorrectly. Here's what you should look for:. If
you recently installed a stereo with an amplifier s and subwoofers, your alternator and battery
may not be powerful enough to handle the additional power that's being pulled when your
stereo is turned to high volumes. Don't see your issue on this list? Take a look at our Car
Amplifier Troubleshooting Guide to see if we can answer your car issues! Aftermarket Car
Stereo Wire Colors. Wiring is all the same, pin configuration might be different. But the dash
kits and adapting wire harness eg. Metra will not adapt. Cut the red wire a few inches from the
radio and take the cut wire attached to the radio and tap it into the yellow wire. If you do this,
you will have to manually turn the radio on and off whenever you want to use it, and it will no
longer turn on and off with the vehicle. Car stereo works. Front speakers work fine. Sub woofers
and Amp work fine but only bass out of new rear speakers? I have a jvc kdr when I have it
hooked up right with constant and accessory when I drive the radio cuts on and off as if its
losing power but if I hook both uP to constant it works fine. That is fine for me but alas my wife
also drives car and I know she will leave the radio on killing the battery any suggestions? I
thought maybe running a line straight from the radio fuse to the accessory wire would that fix it
ya think. I replaced my Saturn outlook truck radio,,with and upgrade!!! Now my speakers just
stopped working!? What happen!! And yes it does have factory amp. Thanks for the question.
The easiest way to fix it without digging too deep into troubleshooting is to find the closest
cigarette lighter and tap into the 12v wire that powers the lighter. If you have a volt meter check
which one is positive. It will have right around 12v when you turn the ignition. Use that as the
accessory power red wire on the back of the unit. If they are correct, you will need to trace back
the accessory wire and find another location to tap into the accessory power to bypass the
short. Make sure you check all of your adapting wire harnesses for shorts if you are using any
by shaking the wire. Another place to tap into is from the ignition itself, but again you will need
a volt meter to determine which wire is which. Think I might of figured it out gonna try in
morning. Gonna volt test in morning before I get knee deep in wirering thanks for the help ill let
ya know what happens. But try it and get back with us either way! Wha if you have an older
vehicle that did not have a 12v constant? Any advice please!!! The constant power yellow wire
on aftermarket units should not be ran to the cigarette lighter, however, if you are running two
accessories red wire off of one cigarette lighter it should not be a problem. Hi, I have a saturn
vue and just purchased an aftermarket car stereo. When I hook up all of the right wires, the
stereo is off when the car is off but when I turn the car on the stereo stays off. I know there is a
problem with the ignition switch wire so I believe I have just not connected those wires. I
installed it last night and since then I have just turned the display off. I am worried that it will
drain my battery. I want to be able attach the wire to another one that is controlled by the
ignition. Thanks for responding so quickly!.. Unfortunately I do not have access to my car and
the wires at this moment. As soon as I am able to do that I will. The other option you have is to
purchase a vehicle specific wiring harness that plugs into your existing wires and adapts them
to an aftermarket form, making it easy to wire. This will make wiring as easy as putting red to
red, yellow to yellow, purple to purple, etc. Let us know if this helps! I wired it and it was all
working great until a couple weeks later it fell out of the dash. Do you have any suggestions?
My head unit has power but my speakers do not. Head unit does not have amp of any sort.
Curious if the channel in my stereo is disabled. I have a sony stereo im trying to put back in my
car i have all the wires connected by color but there is a illumination wire i dont know where it
goes and when i plug it in theres power to the stereo but it wont do anything any suggestions?
As far as the stereo power, does it light up and function correctly but not emit any sound? Or
does it not power up at all. The screen comes on but it wont do anything else-nothing happens
when i hit the source button, its one where the face plate slides down to put cds in it wont eject
etc. You will need to double check the wires and their corresponding functions. I have a 04
mustang GT and I installed a power Acoustic stereo into it yesterday. I checked the wires and
the fuses and didnt find anything that looked like it would cause the sound to not play. Whats
my next step. Most head units if not all should have that wire coming from the unit. This will
turn the amplifier on whenever you turn the key, just like your head unit. The other problem that
you may have, if your Mustang for sure has an amplifier, is the adapting wire harness that you
are using. You should be using the Metra with RCAs for the speaker signal wires. Check the
harness and make sure you have the correct one. Iv gone over the wiring several times and
have found its wired correctly. Iv never had a problam with this equipment. Double check the
amp turn on. Hi I have a BMW e I brought the correct wiring harness to fit my car so I could plug
it straight in. I had to also run a yellow wire from the harness block to my fuse box for constant

power with a in-line fuse, which is part of itâ€¦ It was all working great and obviously connect up
right and also remembering what I was on so memory was also right. So I fitted it all into the car
and when I tried to turn it onâ€¦ Nothing! So I took it all back out checked for a lose wire or a
wire that may have come off and checked all the fuses. Everything was still spot on yet its still
not turning on. I tried my Phillips in a friends car and it works straight away. So my after market
head unit is not at fault either. Which makes me think maybe a fuse supplying that red wire has
blown or something. Have you checked the fuses under the hood as well? If you have access to
the manual, look for the list of fuses and locations and check both boxes in both the dash and
under the hood. I have maxima with a pioneer radio in it. When the music is playing through all
of the speakers, I get major feedback. It sounds like all of the speakers are blown. But when you
turn the balance all the way to the left, the music sounds normal. When you shift the balance to
the right, the feedback problem returns. I thought it was the factory amp so I bypassed it and
ran the speakers directly from the radio. What should I do next? It just stays blank. Where could
I have gone wrong? All it does is flicker on and off constantly. Does anyobe know how to fix this
problem. It will not work. I hooked the speakers up before the deck, and they were working fine
with the factory stereo. Now that I have installed the new deck the speakers are distorted. It
sounds like the person is far away and there is not any bass really. Now I had to figure out the
wiring colors since KIA likes to make their wires different colors than even their manual or
diagram has they are. I just ran the grounding to the actual grounding wire instead of in the
harness and just left the harness one unused. Q1: Is that okay? Or both? Any help would be
greatly appreciated! First thing, I would double check whether your car has an OEM amplifier or
not. If it does, it will explain the distortion that you are hearing and you will need a different wire
harness that will adapt the RCA outputs of the aftermarket head unit to the stock amplifier
speaker signal wires. Or, bypass the amplifier all together. To answer your other questions, as
long as the ground wire is attached to ground, it is fine. Thank you very much for your help in
this matter. I believe that everything is connected right now. Sounds a whole lot better now! I
bought a Dual XDMA aftermarket stereo to go in my Chevy Malibu also bought a gm adapter
harness to do the wiring 08 also now when I plug all matching colors together nothing happens
also has two orange wires that did not go with any wire on the stereo. The orange wires are
typically for illumination and dimmer. Did you purchase an adapting wire harness? Double
check that your accessory and constant Red and Yellow wires are both connected to the
corresponding 12V accessory and 12V constant wires of your car. Hi I have an 03 chevy tahoe
and I just installed a jvc in dash. All wires according to spec are in correct configuration, could
you point me in the right direction?? If you have a volt meter, make sure the red accessory and
yellow constant wires have 12V. The accessory should only have 12V when you turn the car on.
Constant should have 12V all the time. I am reaching out hoping some one may have any idea
what could be causing all thisâ€¦. I am technically minded and have certificates in electronics
and IT but its got me boggled as with all installers involved. Check the wires behind the radio
and make sure all of the connections are good and correct and that no wire is exposed. Hope
this helps. Could be a wiring problem. Sounds like you may have wired the powered antenna
solid blue to the OEM speaker amplifier if you have one. The chassis is actually a After
discussing with friends, I was told that the audio units whether Ford or otherwise or even for
autos used to have a small fan for cooling purposes but this has been deleted on the units
being built. Any information or advise will be appreciated. The CD player works but nothing else
registers to my botton-pressing. I recently bought a new touch screen stereo for my Honda
Civic SI and i have it installed and most of the wires connected. Any help with this problem
would be appreciated. Please email. Thank you. Everything powers up and works great until I
turn the car or accessory off. When I turn the switch back on, the stereo will not come back on.
In order for the stereo to come back on is to either hit the reset button on the front of the stereo
OR unplug the harness and plug back in. From there powers up and works great until the you
turn the switch off. Any help would be appreciated! I have a dual xdma and when I kill my truck
the radio will shut off. But when I turn it on. The radio will not turn back on unless I do it
manually. How can I fix this? I want it to turn on when I turn the truck on? Please help? I have an
87 jeep wrangler with an aftermarket pioneer super tuner 3 deck. When the radio is on all of the
speakers work but when I plug my phone into the aux cord the front speakers keep playing the
radio station and the rear play my aux music. What do I do so that all of my speakers will play
the aux when I plug my phone in? Check that the solid blue line from the metra antenna adapter
harness is connected to the solid blue on the head unit. Just got subwoofer and amplifier
installed. If i take out the fuse coming from the battery and put it back in it starts to work again.
Anybody know how to fix this? Any help is appreciated. Depending on the amp, the red light
and the sequence of flashing will determine what the problem is. Hi I recently installed a
multimedia car system in my Toyota hilux and I am having a problem with FM signal. The signal

is fine when the car is not running and as soon as I turn on the engine the signal is lost. I have
the blue wire from the antenna connected to power and this also does not work. Hello, we
recently installed a aftermarket Pyle touchscreen stereo to my car, previously had an
aftermarket installed professionally and everything worked beautifully, but decided to install the
second one ourselves, everything works except the subwoofer, could it be connector problem?
If the amplifier turns on, it could be a signal issue and the RCA wires may not be connected
properly. Also check the amp fuses, and the in-line fuse that will be located somewhere along
the power wire to the amplifier to make sure that nothing was blown. I have a bmw z4 i went to a
professional installation shop to have a new after market radio installed along with a new amp it
was a pioneer radio. I bought the correct wire harness and all. Once installed a few days later
after driving the car and hearing music my speakers will sound like they are popping or staticky.
Also when i speed up it will happen more frequently. I took it to the shop and after two hours
they said it was the radio was defective. So i sent the radio back and amp just to be sure and a
new wire harness and bought another new aftermarket radio and another new amp. So i took it
back to the shop and they installed it. What could be wrong? It all seems to work well until it
drops out, then back in every now and then. The time it takes to come back on is random too,
but usually no more than a few minutes Any clue what may be causing this? Bad earthing? Bad
battery? However it has just cut out and ever since the amp is showing warning light. I have
checked all the connections and even changed the amp and the same story again. Reading
through different blogs I found one comment that said to check with power meter the ground
and remote wire. Once I have done that, it looks like amp has been rebooted and it had the
green light on and was working perfectly. However it has cut out again, and I done the same
trick again but it never came back on. Please help.. I have a ford f When I put my head unit in
originaly I had both power wires running through the ignition power. After re-wiring it correctly i
have no sound coming from my speaker. Before when it was wired incorrectly it worked fine. I
have a ford focus and decided to take my sound system out of my car. I have 2 12inch subs with
a w amp. The electric door locks seem to work fine the interior lights as well which leads me to
believe that the battery is fine. So I hooked everything back up to see if it would start again and I
still got nothing. Does anyone know what I can do to fix this? I have two p3 shallows 12 and a
watt amp, the problem that im having is that ever since i went to a cruise i was playing the
music load for a good while and now my speakers wont play only when they want too. The amp
doesnt go into protect mode and the speakers dont sound nasty when they do start playing i
checked all the speaker wires and they are all good i so idk if its the amp or the speakers. Hi, I
have installed a reversing camera in my Toyota HiLux, works well, but since doing this I have
lost reception to am and fm radio. The radio appears to work well, just sounds like the aerial is
not connected. Music from my phone works well through bluetooth, just no radio Cheers, John.
I have a Kia spectra. Installed a Dual xdm stereo. Not sure if I got speakers pos and neg right.
Also ran a wire strait from battery to my yellow wire with fuse. My speakers cut out at high
volume. What could be the problem. Have an issue with my 04 Chevy Malibu Classic. My radio
wont turn on. Now I touch the remote wire that was hook up to the amp to the 12v wire that was
running to the amp. Now I dont have power coming from my yellow 12v constant wire now. I
check the fuses but all of them wwere good I need help. I also upgraded the factory speakers to
kickers. So my problem is every time I shut off my vehicle have to open door to completely shut
off after a few seconds my speakers pop. I have a jeep grand cherokee laredo with the infinity
gold system. I removed the stock head unit and replaced it with a new kenwood kdc-btu. I
purchased the metra wiring harness for it. After installation, everything works but the audio. I
can adjust all of the settings. The siriusxm works fine, the steering wheel adapter works fine. It
holds all of the memory; but I have no sound. I looked in the trouble shooting section and found
that I can actually turn the speakers off or set which size of speakers are being used or there is
even a setting for OEM for optimal use. When I removed the original head unit, there were only 4
connections: 1. Steering wheel control 2. Ground 3 and 4. It does have the infinity amp; and
prior to removing the stock unit like 30 seconds prior everything worked fine as far as getting
sound out of my speakers; and now nothing. I am positive that the speaker wires are hooked up
properly between wiring harnesses. In effect the only change is the head unit and nothing else
has been bothered so I am fairly stumped as to what it could be if the settings on the new head
unit are turned on for OEM speakers and there is no wire coming from the new head unit to
connect to the amp turn on. Any help would be appreciated. Any suggestions would be
appreciated. The power is also ON with the engine running the key is at ON position. Should I
connect the antenna wire to body of the unit? I have had a dual aftermarket head unit installed
for the last years with no issues. All of a sudden the sound goes out but power remains on.
Sometimes when I start the vehicle at the star of the day the sound comes on briefly and then
stops again. Sometimes my reverse lights work and sometimes they blink when i put it into

reverse and blink again when i take it out of reverse. I have a jeep grand Cherokee. With my
radio on while driving I turned on an interior light and my radio shut off. I checked all fuses and
they are fine. I checked fuse in cd player and it is fine. It will not turn back on. Red blinking light
still works when face is off. I have had my stereo shit off temporarily one time before when I had
door opened. I am thinking its wiring but where? I have a 15 inch sub hooked up to an amp and
my car speakers hooked up to an amp. Theres never been a problem before but I got a new sub
and now when I turn it up my speakers stop working and only the sub works. Theres no blown
fuses or bad connections to the speakers amp and the speakers work until I turn it past 5. I just
tried to install an aftermarket stereo Pioneer 4 speaker car audio system package no. I have all
the wires hooked up properly, but when I plug the head unit in, nothing comes on. When I
unplug it, and plug in the stock head unit, that one works just fine. What am I doing wrong? I
bought a wire harness, and I have more than triple-checked the wiring between the harness and
radio wires, they are all correct. The ground wire is connected and screwed down to metal
inside my dash. The radio receives no power. Many people say check the fuses, those are all
perfect. I proceed to plus in my old stock radio, it receives power and everything is perfect. I
then took the radio out to the vehicle and plugged it in and powered it on everything was
working fine stereo gps cd and dvd so i installed it in the dash everything still working. My
stock radio works fine but when i try it with two other new head units, they dont turn on. I know
wiring is correct. In 97 cavalier. I just installed a Alpine CDE in my saturn sc2 and i got all the
wires correct checked and double checked when i first cut the key on after installation the unit
came on and had sound when i turned key off it went off but when turned key back on didnt
come back on if i take the face off and put back on then press power button it comes on but still
no spound â€¦.. After attempting to install the radio my powerlocks my windshield wipers and
lights on inside of car stop working and my dashboard gagea went crazy is there a reason y this
happened. What do I do?? We turned the ignition on and the stereo just turned on with the
igniton. The display does not work at all. The volume and track select buttons will work at first
then stop working but if you turn the ignition off then back on they might work again. You might
have to try cycling power like that two or three times untill that stuff works again. There is a blue
ring around the volume knob and all the buttons light up on the faceplate but the display stays
blank. Hope you can help! I have a Chevy Trailblazer that the previous owner had spliced wires
and installed a after-market radio. We attempted to remove and install a new Head Unit using
the same wire scheme and looking up what colors go to what after-market wires. I do not have
on star. I am not getting power. I know what the colors are for outside of the two orange wires. I
am also not sure of the free wires untapped Black with solid white line and Brown with solid
white lineâ€¦. I have all other wires together that i can verify thru Chevy Wiring color Codes
some not listed and the pioneer wiring color code.. Again i have no power.. An adapter Metra
GMOS was needed to take the low voltage factory signal wire and convert it to a 12v that is
compatible with aftermarket units. I guess my next question would be if i bought this interface
which i have found cheaply will then need to undo the spliced wires and then wire the
After-market HU to the interface and cap them wires then do the same from the factory wiring to
the interface.. Radio has to be turned on an off also. Is it hooked up incorrectly. Radio should
not have to be turned off when you get out and it should not be pulling so much from the
alternator that it kills the battery. Also the radio seems to turn itself on when no one is in the
car!! Is there some type of harness adapter that connects the old harness to the new one so it
will pull power just like the old radio?? Hello, Very useful this thread! How voltage need for
dimmer signal? I bought a Kenwood dpxbt but from the manual no details for voltage for this
option! My car is Fiat Stilo 5D. Sometimes cuts off for a couple days and then starts working
until it eventually cuts out again. Power to the display but no sound. Any ideas on what to look
for would be appreciated. Hi there, I have a mitsubishi lancer i am trying to install a aftermarket
stereo but there is no power anywhere i have checked all the fuses taken the battery terminals
off etc but still nothing can someone please help? I am doing an install on a motorbike. You
seem to be the most knowledgeable and proactive on the planet:! Question; is it a must to hook
up the red accessories wire? I would like to run this completely manually. I am not sure what
that means and again, does it need to be connected. Also this is a manual wiring job given that
the factory connector was missing. After replacing the alternator the stereo will not come back
on, I removed the head unit from the dash and disconnected the wires and then turned the
accessory on and wired it back up and it work, but after turning the ignition off and then back
on again it wont come back on. Anybody have any ideas? Double check the accessory or radio
fuses. Please help. Sometimes the buttons will work and not the volume knob, sometimes
nothing will work, sometimes everything will work. Is this a radio malfunction or am I doing
something wrong? I have a pioneer Bluetooth head unit wired into my 95 Subaru Legacy. Every
time I turn on my car I have to set up the clock, turn demo mode off. But it does remember my

phone in the Bluetooth settings. I have to reconfigure my subwoofer settings every time also.
Just hooked up a new head unit and every works great. I have an amp and a sub hooked to it
and it sounds great. The only problem I am having is when initially turn on the unit it has very
little high range sound. When I push the treble up or down button or even the bass up and down
button everything goes back to normal. It also does the same thing if I switch between
application on my touch screen. I believe everything is wired correctly. Ever heard of this? I
checked the wires and nothing seems to be lose. Any help?? First time trying to install a stereo
unit and thought it was successful until I tried to listen to music. I have power to my stereo but
no sound from radio or aux input whatsoever. I have a toyota avalon which has the jbl system in
it. I already knew I could bypass the amp but I wanted to keep my tweeters working and
whatnot. Then the stereo unit also came with the power supply harness and the speaker
harness. In short I did not actually touch my stick wiring. I plugged the stock connector into the
aftermarket one I purchased then did on the wiring from that one to my stereos harnesses. Now
the aftermarket harness had rca plugs instead of just speaker wires. I clipped those off and just
matched all the wiring. After all the wiring is done I have one wire exposed from the head units
harness that it came with which is the power antenna. Then the aftermarket harness has the
amp on wire exposed and the power antenna wire exposed. I connected the amp on wire to the
power antenna and got a pop noise while trying to see if it would play aux music. No response
from connecting power ant to power ant wire though. My question is should any of those wires
be hooked up to something or is it just my speaker wiring that could be wrong? It was removed
from my old car and moved to my new car, an 06 Sorrento which uses a GM wiring harness. The
factory radio was a Delco. I made up the harness and no issues. The radio works but the USB
port and Bluetooth both show that they are working but there is no sound. I even have a second
of these Sony radios and swapped it in but the same result. I am starting to wonder about the
wiring harness. Is there anything that can cause this? Could that one wire do this? I have a
Cadillac Fleetwood and it had the cassette deck stereo. Install guide said that the orange wire
from factory is the constant. Hiwever, there are 1 orange and 2 orange with black stripe from
right side of old stereo. I tapped into the orange just as the illustration said and I get power but
no memory and no right channel and I know the speakers work as I plugged old one back in and
it works as intended. Please help!! Recently bought used dodge ram and it had aftermarket
radio and amp in it. Everything seemed to work fine and my mechanic told me that the radio
would sometimes come on by itself with no turn of the key when he was working on it. Wanted
to disconnect and take amp out so I disconnected the amp from the battery and then
disconnected the stereo wires from the amp no speakers were hooked up to the amp. Now when
the car is completely off the headlights, interior lights, remote keyless entry, and steering wheel
lock do not work but when I turn the key everything works fine. After reading these post , it
seems the previous owner may have hooked the radio up to a constant hot and somehow tied it
into the interior lights, headlights, and possibly ignition switch. Do not know if this blue wire
means anything but it might. Any advice would be awesome. What could I check to eliminate
any simple problems before I send it away for repairs? I have an 04 jeep grand cherokee new
kenwood u. When switch is in start position the radio gives an att off message and the reception
drops. Put the key to the acc mode and every thing is all good. I have checked all grrounds.
Antenna and every thing worked with the old jeep stereo. I have a mustang with premium audio
in it. I have a blue and white and a blue wire coming from the mustang and only a blue from the
head unit. The blue is the amp turn on but after the first use the amp stays on. And what is the
blue and white wire? I have a Kenwood stereo in my Mustang. Works fine with driver door open
but no sound when you close the door. Do you think this is wiring to the speakers or a ground
issue. Thanks for your help! Hi, i have a ford focus zx4 with a factory sub woofer. I have a
nissan pathfinder. I purchased an aftermarket kit B for it and my stereo is a s Ever since the guy
installed it, my factory lcd either turns off for a day or two, or reboots and i have to set it back to
what kind of car it is in the miscellaneous menu. Does the lcd and stereo need seperate power
or something? I am dumb to this and cant seem to get help from the installer either. But my
problem is that when I initially tested it, it powered on no problem. I have a jeep cherokee and I
have a problem but I dont know what it is. What happened was I plugged my cigarette lighter in
to its slot the the radio shut off immediately and now the radio refuses to turn back on. Ive had
the radio for a couple of years and this has never happened before. I checked the wiring twice I
did everything it said. Yes I unhooked the negative on the battery also. The kit came with a long
red wire that says 12 volt ignition switched on it but has no place to plug it in. I own a chevy
Colorado. I also even returned one radio and got another. I have kenwood kdc-btu. All I can see
is when I check dc before plugging in stereo it shows After I plug into stereo it shows What can
I do? Thanks for your time, David. I have a 93 Toyota Carolla and I went and picked myself up a
radio from the junkyard the other day. I spliced the wires and turned it on and it started up and

worked great. Any help is much appreciated. I have a 03 Pontiac Bonneville and I hooked a new
boss head unit in and it worked great at first. Then the first time I drove it during the day I
flipped by fog lights off and my head unit turned off. I tried turning my fog lights on and off, and
the head unit when on and off with the lights. I have done some guessing on my wiring but have
had no luck. Any ideas please let me know and they will be greatly appreciated! Same with usb,
aux on the mid console between the seats. Someone who knows what I should do to make the
buttons work? Is it problem with some pin in the ISO harness or the canbus? Hi i have an
aftermarket stereo in my car and it was in there alreadyâ€¦now it is not working at all it has
power and wheni turn the key on i hear a faint static pop and thats itâ€¦i thot of removing it but i
didnt and thot i should ask someone firstâ€¦.. Now, when I turn the radio up past a certain point,
the music will cut out and stay out until I power it off then back on but the subwoofer still works.
It clicks into place on one side and just hangs on the other side, which is the side that needs to
stay in place for the whole thing to work , how do I fix this? I hooked it up and the only problem I
have is the red ignition wire. Please help! My Kenwood radio is working and everything, I had
and alternator belt issue and it went outâ€¦ I drove it till it died, I fixed it, and now the radio
works and plays musicâ€¦ However, the screen flashes on and off. If I reset the radio with the
car on then it work better, but once I turn the car off again, the problem persists. Hi I recently
went to change factory stereo system in 04 Kia Sorento. I got the harness and 8 gauge wiring kit
for watt amp. And when i wired it i notice that in door the 6. Old unit had factory amp still
hooked up. Can u please help. Hi I have an android kld 2din with parking camera and the radio
loose the reception after 10 minutes when the engine is running. When the engine is off, radio is
working again and all stations have great reception. Also sometimes when the rpm from engine
is low the radio works again. I have just installed a pioneer deh-xui in a chevy aveo and turned
on the unit put in a CD and it played great for about 5 minutes. Took out the unit to look at the
wiring and the back of the unit was pretty hot anot sure if that has anything to do with it but it
was hot. Not sure what to do at this point. Why does my after market stereo not function when I
turn on my lights at night, during the day when my headlights are off the stereo works fine, how
can I fix this? What are a couple of easy ways to test if it is the speakers or something else, like
the head unit? I brought my Dodge Charger to Chrysler Dealership for problem with car radio.
My radio works fine for 5minutes sometimes a half hour then the audio just shuts off, no sound
and adjusting volume, nothing. But when I stop and turn off ignition for a minute or two. I all
returns to normal unit it happens again. This ridiculous!!! For some reason my mount broke
loose and my head unit came flying out of my dash and the end of the antenna wire broke off. I
tried a second head unit I have that I know for a fact works and it did the same thing. Just
wondering if my antenna wire is the problem. My 95 f alternator keeps going bad 3rd one in 3
months I have 2 mtx terminator subs as well as a watt amp and a watt kicker wiring kit. I also
have aftermarket hid headlights in my truck what is causing my alternators to burn up so easily.
I have a ford ranger. Check the manual to see if dimming is a feature your unit comes with. I
recently got my car fixed because I had a short that was causing my turn signals, windshield
wipers, and so we thought my radio to stop working. My radio would turn on but nothing would
come out, and now that my car is fixed I do not even have power to my radio or my cigarette
lighter. What could be the problem? Hi guys. I am having a really weird problem. I own a Dodge
Stratus. I just took out the old stock system and bought the car specific wiring harness. I wired
it all up according to color codes but when I got done I started my car and then it died after 2
seconds when my stereo turned on. Also none of my guages will work when it fires and the
odometer says no bus. I can get my car to run just fine if I unplug the radio harness. It has
something to do with my radio and I cannot figure out what it is. Help me please? Its an Eclipse
radio. I hope this has not been answered and I missed it? With all the right stuff I thought this
system would sound at least decent, but nope sounds like Sâ€¦ Then I really start researching
my car and found that the DQ was being fed by that horrible Amp connected to the deck, So I
find a Metra Plug to Bypass the amp. You may be able to tap into the signal wire for the oem
amp to use as the input to your sq depending on the voltage of the signal wire. Hi, thanks for
the response. The OEM is the culprit but how do I pass it?? When I plug my six lead into the
back of the sterio and then plug my phone in the sterio turns off?? In my chevy malibu lt i
installed a new headunit and everything is working but when i turn the car off the headunit stays
on and kills the battery what can i do to fix it? Why does it do that? Suzuki Carry Van â€” Can
someone please help me?! Where can I find the wiring diagram for my vehicle? I have a Sport. I
recently added my old amp and sub to it so I can have better sound. When installing the amp
and sub the direction said to connect the blue wire from the sub to the remote wire in the wiring
harness for the deck. Is this true? Hooked up new reciever works fine but when i go to charge
my phone using cig lighter outlet it fet nothing but static please help. Problem 1 is the poor
radio reception for regular radio stations. Buying an aftermarket antenna since stock is a

windshield antenna. Problem 2 is the significant drop of highs overall. Highs sound weaker than
factory stereo. All car speakers are connected well. No EQ setting will fix this. Stuck with this
problem. Now for a few days has encountered a funny problem, with the car ignition ON engine
OFF the player works fine. Again I switch off the engine and switch on ignition only the player
works fine. Ok I have a Pyle double din navigation unit, my screen is solid white now. Any ideas
of what could be wrong or what I should do? I have a Lexus SC, and I bought the car used, it
had 2 previous owners. I wanted to re-do the sound system. I had Best buy geek squad install it.
It works and run except, when I press the receiver firmly or press a button hard on the receiver
it resetsâ€¦ It will still have my custom lighting lit up but the song that I was playing will stop
playing, then it will pick up where it left off 3 seconds later. Almost like the machine is resetting
its self. I just installed a Kenwood DPX after market stereo on my 03 toyota 4runner. The stereo
works great but this morning my truck turned of 2 times. The truck starts right up when I put it
in park and turn the ignition. Any ideas on what could be wrong? Have an o4 Chevy suburban
that has a stock radio,xm radio,and is controlled with my steering wheel and connected to my
on star. As soon as I installed it, it worked fine. I was able to turn up the sound, changed inputs,
every thing was functional. I then paired my iPhone 6 with the blutooth and now it is not
functional. To turn on the stereo I need to press the eject button and do the same to change the
sources. I cannot change songs when the cd I had in there is playing, I cannot eject the CD, and
The volume is stuck at one level. Now the person who installed it just used the wiring harness
that was already on the stereo. Do you think changing it to the Honda wiring harness will make
a difference? I have a toyota Vitz radio which although has its power on, the sound takes a few
minutes to come. Sometimes it takes more than 15min. This happens more frequently in
summer times. Should someone have experienced such problem, please let me know what
might be the problem as I have already had some attempts with my techs but to no avail as the
fault is more like intermittent although very frequent. I have a ford explorers that I took out the
factory stereo and installed the proper wire harness adaptor and installed a jvc stereo. I have a
Mercedes C that I put a Kenwood BTu in, I used a wiring harness adapter and everything turns
on and plays and there is sound from all the speakers. My issue is that the display illumination
is not bright at all. I have turned the display brightness all the way up but when I turn the car on
I cannot see or read the display at all. I do not have the orange or orange black wires attached to
anything. I jut put an amp and subs in my car. I connected the remote turn on from the amp to
the blue and white wire. Should I do something differently? I have a 03 Saturn l, last week my
husband was messing with fuses in our car and now my radio will turn on but no sound will
come out of the speakersâ€¦any ideas how I can fix it? Got stereo fitted into my seat Ibiza mk3.
Works fine when engine is not running. Im having a really hard time connecting my Kenwood.
Dpxu to my saturn vue. I have the speakers connected but am unsure of the constant and
switched 12v connections. As well, i dont know what to do with the remaining wires coming
from the saturn. Im pretty sure they need to go to something, but the Kenwood doesnt have as
many wiresâ€¦. Any help would be super appreciated. Thanx J. I just got a civic lx. I put my
pioneer in with my one sub and amp. I used them in my 05 elantra and they sounded great. I
checked the wiring and the antenna plug-in. Any ideas??? The question remain is: where
should I connect the blue wire which comes out from the wiring harness Power Antenna
Wire??? There are rare occasions that it stays on for about an hour or so. When turning on the
fog lights or headlights, the stereo will light up but still will either not turn on or shut off soon
thereafter. Can you please help with this? Before it was perfectly working, but now whenever i
start the car, supposed to be the screen opens, read and plays music automatically. Can
somebody help me out, i think the problem is the fuse. Play the radio, and through aux port, at
any volume, and it cuts out for half a second and then comes back then cuts out after another 8
seconds. I am leaning towards a problem with the ground? I have a chevy silverado and i just
installed a boss double din touchscreen deck. It turned on right away and everything works fine
on it but then i park my truck for the night and when i get into it in the morning and i turn my
truck on the deck wont come on. I play music from my phone and the closer to the end the song
the song gets cut short and goes right to the next song. The next song does the same thing.
What do you think the problem is? I have the adapter harness all wired up but it receives no
power. All fuses are good, the stock radio works. I installed a Jvc car stereo and the FM was
working but quit within a weekâ€¦. I checked to make sure antenna was connected and it is â€¦. I
have a keenwood system and when i turn up to 20 plus it cuts off and on what could be causing
this. Of my bass when i turn car off i loose time and presets i hooked up radio with wiring
harness matching all color wires my after market radio does have 2 ign wires which i did not
connect because i couldnt figure out what to connect to my cig lighter is constant power with or
without keys. I have a 3 week old Kenwood HU. I heard a pop and smelled something. My radio
now has no power at all and all the fuses in all 3 places are all good, checked twice. What else

can I do? Any and all advice is appreciated in advance! Can you help? Any thoughts? But when
my car is still running it powers off when I open the driver side door. Also my dashboard lights
and tail lights quit working. The first time they quit it was a fuse. But this time the fuses are
good still. I used a multimeter to find the right wires. The sound comes out really faint on the
highest volume level Is it the amplifier? I had Best Buy put in an aftermarket Kenwood unit and
it works fine. Just curious if anyone else has had this problem with their factory stereo. Had a
kenwood double din installed in a shop with amps and speakers and everything worked great
for a couple of months. Then one day the unit turned off for a few seconds and then turned back
on and worked great. Over the next couple of months the random turning off of the head unit
became more frequent and stayed off for longer periods of time. I have noticed that it seems to
turn off at completely random times. It turns off when accelerating, decelerating, sitting in
driveway, car started, car turned to aux power, when its hot, when its cold, the only pattern I
have noticed is the fact that it got worse and worse. My head unit is only 6 mo. Hey, I just
installed a car stereo. I have all the wires hooked up correctly, but it has no power. Any ideas?
Never had a problem too now. I turn off head unit for a little while and turn it back on and
sometimes there will be sound, sometimes not. All the wiring is tightly connected. Hi, I have
recently bought a Ford focus from a car dealership, every thing is fine except the radioâ€¦. It
works fine when the car is still but as soon as I drive off it losses all Power. Thanks in advance
for any advice. I bought a Jensen in dash gps unit and a back up camera to go with it. I had a
professional install. The car is a manual and yes it is in reverse, I am just trying to figure what I
need to do to try and get it fixed. The installer says there is something wrong with the stereo
unit. Anyone heard of this? I think I have a loose wire and i had asked my uncle to fix my system
and he redid the system but I still think I have a loose wire or it may be something else but out
of nowhere the one of the back speackers will stop playing music or there will be no bass out of
nowhere and then after a while the speacker reconnects and you hear the speacker again or the
bass comes back. Any advise? I just had a alpine stereo hooked up in my car. I program all my
stations and set the clock but every time i start the car everything is gone please helpâ€¦.
Hoping someone can help me. I bought an after market car stereo to put in my daughters
plymouth breeze. We unhooked everything, try another brand new stereo the same way and
nothing. We unhooked that and put the factory stereo back in and nothing. We checked all the
fuses and everything there is good so i have no idea what to do next. When I press the button
for Tuner â€” there is no sound â€” not even radio static. The different channels show up on the
display like they should, but the audio is just not there. Hi i just purchased a pyle pldnb78i
double din i wired everything right and my screen pops on sometimes. But most the times just
stay black ihave sound and radio plays but screen want turn on. What could that be??????!
Very confused!!! I tried tu change the HU, but the problem persist. I tried to change the amplifier
and the problem is steel there. It can be a problem with signal wires? Do you have any
sugestions or solutions? Many thanks in advance! It works like powers on it shows the clock
and the buttons work but it wont play any radio stations even though it picks up the channels
when automatically searching or when you put in a cassette it will eject it 5 seconds later aswell
as its Kenwood Cd changer , so i dunno it might be just a lost cause and need a new one or if
one of the wires are wrong some how or its not getting its full 12volts or what ever it takes ,
reply as soon as you can it will help alot. I have a Toyota Highlander. Sometimes they start
working again right away and sometimes they start working in a day or so. It seemed like this
issue was happening more in the summer than now. What do you think it could be? I have
recently bought a Clarion cd,tape and radio all in one. Any ideas how to fix it? Sound is good
out of my stereo, but I have to have it turned up to 50 max to hear it with a decent volume. Are
the pre-outs as loud as using the wires on pigtail of the radio? I have the amp wire connected,
and I verified the amp connection. I have a kingranch and aftermarketsterio when I turn up sterio
it cuts outabouthalf aT then I have to reset deck or shut truck off and turn back on then I have
base again when it cuts out just looses base but highs still work gas jobby fking ranch. How to
install just a car stereo and amp if car has no wires,but have batterie,do I need a converter box
or fuse box to go off the battery. I have a 91 ford ranger and I installed a pioneer radio when I
turn on the head lights the radio goes on and off as well as if the radio has sound it goes on and
off only when the lights are on please help. I have an 88 ford ranger that i recently hooked up a
dual i think thats the right number , the blue lighting on the buttons come on, so its got power to
it, but the clock numbers dont show up and i have no sound coming out. I have a chrysler
crossfire , and tried putting on a pioneer stereo but no sound come out, help? Problem is that
when i play music and put headlights on the Music system gets hanged. No button works at that
time. I bought a Chevy Equinox LS model my radio is the old type I mean is not the screen touch
type but my proble is the woofer is not working I have checked and realized there is no feed
comng to the woofe. Please help me. It also does this during music playback when playing

higher notes. What can I do to correct this problem? After installing new speakers in my FJ
Cruiser the radio would suddenly turn off once in a while, usually after hitting a bump in the
road. I had the test lead connected to the wiring harness plug, so I think the problem must be
with wiring harness plug on the radio. Has anyone ever had to replace a wiring harness plug
because the pins in the plug no longer makes a perfect connection? Installed a new unit in my
Silverado. I am positive I connected wrong first try and blew the fuse. Tried going back to
original unit and still no power. Is there a secondary fuse or in line fuse somewhere other than
the fuse block? The problem is that I have the treble speakers working but the bass do not.
When the warning dings come on like telling me the key is in the ignition or door ajar I have full
stereo all speakers working. When no dings then no radio. Where do I start looking for the
problem. I tried a Big Box store and their guy said since factory radio then need to go to the
dealer. What im askingbis what would i use and how andbwhere would i use it in my maxima? I
have a Passat. After fitting an after market stereo, which allows a reverse camera to be
connected, although I have no camera connected , when I turn on my side lights or head lights,
the stereo goes into reversing mode, and shows a blank screen and stops all music. Basically,
my lights send a signal that I am reversing, and that a camera is connected. How can I stop this
signal from reaching my stereo? I have a double din for my 06 rendezvous and hooked the wire
harness up correctly, comes on and plays movie and all but I have no sound?!? Car battery died
after installing new battery, infinity radio in my crossfire does not have sound, CD changes
tracks, radio changes stations all displays working, balance display changes all functions
except tone has?? I have a 00 monte carlo I installed a aftermarket stereo and I spliced all the
wires correctly to my knowledge, even looked up the stereo wireing diagrame NO POWER what
so ever to the head unit. I unhooked the battery and looked the wires over again and again. The
diagrame says the orAnge wire is 12 v battery and I had test light and checked every wire and
none of them have power go ing to them. Got it working and hooked it up to my tweeters and 6
by 9 speakers as well. Heard a crackling noise coming from the speakers, so i instantly knew it
was a connection error. Took the HU out and corrected the noise and when i went to put my HU
back in a blue wire with a red stripe touched my ground wire. Radio hasnt worked since that
happend. I dont have a voltometer at the moment and have trouble shot everthing i could think
of. My vehicle is a 92 dodge b 5. I have nissan sentra and i bought a slide-out screen it was
working perfect but all now it keeps going off then it comes back on,it does that quit often,i dont
want to get rid of the radio if i can figure out the problem. I bought the wiring harness but the
factory harness has one more wire than it does. It is black with yellow stripe. All works but the
audio. Help plzz! I installed a Sony stereo in my outlander ,I have power but no sound ,do I need
something else? I installed new Sony stereo , every thing works but the sound ,all the wires are
good connected also we tried if we can use the headphone and we no had any sound either so
is not wire or speakers problem.. I am having the same problem did you find out what was
causing your problem I have already or works but no sound coming out of my Kicker box. What
solution will i make for my built in DVD player to work? I have a Toyota Hilux Dual Cab Ute 4 Cyl
Petrol motor -stock standard â€” I hear the radio clearly but with crackling â€” rev the motor
and the crackling stays at the same level â€” are you able to help as to a solution. I have an 89 f
and the original stereo system produced a very low volume which I could not control. So i got
new speakers and the same situation occurred. So I hooked up an alpine and everything worked
on it except it had no sound. The speakers are getting power because i can hear them when the
unit turns on and off, but no sound. I have a 99 Chevy Blazer that had the factory am-fm
cassette player. I checked the original car manual; it said that it could be the CD was dirty or
scratched or it was too hot but I live in Arizona. Two days ago I put in a single din stereo in my
van and it worked great. The next day it had no power, someone told me to pull out the bcm
fuse and put it back in and that fixed it. This is not a very expensive or powerful system. So last
night it did it again, so for the time being it is working. I pulled it out and went threw the wires
and interior fuse connected to the unit and it is fine. Is it just a bad unit or am I missing
something? Have a Ford Taurus the radio would work when in ACC but when its time to start it
actually stops. It has power sometimes but never no sound or anything. Any help. I recently
installed a Pioneer AVHBS and it worked great on the first week but now for about 5 minutes
after I start my car, it keeps uncontrollably changing the input. When I change it back to what I
want it just keeps changing. After about minutes on the road it quits and works normally. Tried
to see if the remote was a problem so we took out the remote battery but it still happens. Had a
friend install it for me but if anyone has suggestions on how to fix it would be much
appreciated! I have a Monte Carlo. I recently installed my front door speakers but when I took
the old ones out, they were melted. So when I installed the new ones in, nothing happened. Do I
need new wire harness? Everything went fine except for mounting it inside the dash. The
factory mount is actually a 5mm flat piece of plastic with a wood grain pattern overlay. There is

nothing on the sides or behind to help stabilize the deck. The factory deck was a generic
cassette player that hardly weighed anything. I know about the various mounting kits available
but have yet to find anything that will help me. Does anybody have any ideas on what I should
do? I am going to assume there is a problem with my alternator but i would like a more detailed
reason as to why this happens as in is my alternator out putting too much power so my amp is
shutting off. Hi I recently bought a double din for a VW Polo 6, after about 6 months my screen
becomes white with no sound while playing music and that sometimes happens when I hit a
speed hump. I tried to reset it, but nothing happens. I have to wait for a few hours or a day for it
to be normal again. Is really stressing. I have a impala ls. Finally I got it working then it
randomly started losing power and shutting off. Then it would turn back on by itself. I thought
maybe the radio was bad so I put factory radio back in. It does the same thing. I can be driving
down the road and it just shuts off then turns back on. Sometimes it can be for a second or two
and other times it can take almost a minute to turn back on. And other times it will just keep
turning on and off on and off repeatedly. The clock resets pretty much every time yet it seems to
save my presets. I took it in to a shop and they insisted it was the module I bought with the
aftermarket radio. But I disagree because it was doing it for a while before installing that
specific module. I originally tried a relocation harness before switching back to stock. Now mind
you, all factory plugs are still intact. I never cut them. Thanks in advance. Then I have to switch
my stereo off for 10 secs and on again and everything plays normal it happens all the time when
I press on my hooter even if I press it for 1 sec. Did you replace the factory head unit with the
Alpine or was there another aftermarket previous to the Alpine? If you replaced the factory radio
did you use also a harness that plugs into the harness you unplugged from the OEM radio to
facilitate the installation of the Alpine? Sounds like you either have the wrong harness because
the yellow wire is constant B and it sounds like it is grounding out and blowing the fuse. The
stereo and speakers are both factory. Try unplugging the power outlets connected to the same
fuse. I was having the same problem and that fixed it for me. Just installed a Jensen which
works fineâ€¦.. The same thing happens if you push anything on the actual face plate,
sometimes it works, sometimes it does nothing or it just reboots the whole thing. I pushed it
once and it restarted, so I pushed it again and held the button until it shut down. Appreciate
your help here. I have a an old nissan micra. The radio is old as the car. A few weeks ago all of a
sudden the radio started to make a beep sound and lose the radio connection. Sometimes if I
switch it off and on again, the radio broadcast again but sometimes it is not. It also changes the
station by itself always to a group of them. Is the radio that is gone or is the antenna that needs
replacement. How do I know? Thanks for your help here. HI, we just purchased a Mercedes
Smart Fortwo vehicle. Dealers just want you to bring the car in for service. After being on line
and doing research I have discovered there is not a SIM card in the stereo. Can you tell me
where to purchase a SIM card for the smart car? Just check for the fuses near the battery and
the ones down on the RHS of the steering. If the appropriate amp fuse is not given, they may be
blown. If no fuse is blown, then remove all the fuses and reconnect them. This should do the
trick. I got my problem solved by this technique. I installed woofer and tweeters in the doors of
my toyota corolla and used an Pioneer amp to power them. Once I hooked the system up I have
alternator noise and a constant buzzing coming from all the speakers. I have it grounded to the
car frame around the window where I scraped the paint off and then drilled a hole and screwed
the grounding wire in. The amp is under the drivers seat of the car and I installed new speaker
wires so that the sound quality and power would be better. Any advice on how to get rid of the
alternator noise and constant buzzing? The Corolla engines do not possess a large alternator.
Even though you have an amplifier it does not change the amount of power that the alternator
puts out. The wind is from the alternator being overloaded. An alternator with larger coils or a
bigger rating will not whine like yours is. I suggest getting a larger powered alternator. I can see
why it would be important to read why the head unit might not have sound. Another solution
would be to watch videos about it. Hi Joe, I have similar issue with my factory stereo in a
Landcruiser. Start car,turn radio on and sometimes no sound but minutes later normal
reception comes on. Then sometimes it works as normal,but issue seems to be happening more
frequentlyâ€¦.. A strong local station I have checked antenna connection and it appears to be
good, I can listen to am stations and when I disconnect antenna it goes out. So i have a 95
Nissan pathfinder, and an aftermarket boss stereo installed. Sometimes when I disconnect the
antenna cord thing. The cord that has a metal thing on it, supposed to be a ten thing or
something it starts working again. But then when I turn my car off and then back on when I get
into it, it stops lighting up again. All the wires are connected properly. I installed a double din
head unit in my 15 dodge dart several months ago, and it was loud clean etc then all of a
sudden it went to distortion what could cause this â€¦.??? I just bought a used Ford exposition.
And the car drives great. But the radio doest work!!! I back tracked to all the fuses under the

dash and in the Good, but the fuses checked out!!! Anyone have any suggestions? I have a
Mercury mountaineer. I had transmission work done about a year ago. The radio plays only one
station because the display screen does not come up so I can change stations. I bought my
head unit around that time too. I put in new door speakers last summer. Recently my speakers
slowly start getting quiet, and then they just stop working all together. Anyone ever had similar
issues? I have a crimefighter touch screen stereo and was working fime up untill today. Every
time i turn it on it just goes straight to the camera and wont change or it will turn on with a thud
through the speakers then static then switch off and do it all over again. I have a Nissan Altima.
I installed a 2-Din JVC radio. I noticed that sometimes when my headlights come on, the
speakers shut off. I turn the radio off and off; and the speakers work like normal. After this
started to happen to my speakers, I disconnected both wires. Yet the same thing still happens.
Not sure why. I have grand am.. My problem is where the deck goes right above it is a over
hanging part of the dash, I need my deck to come out about 3 inches. Do you know of any kits
or ideas on how I can do this? A very nice write-up, thanks for that. I have a different issue
though, if anyone has encountered this I would appreciate any tips. If I turn the gain for the rear
speakers all the way down on the amp, my car stereo goes into protection, I have to unplug
everything and plug it back to get it working again. Thanks, Dan. Ok so I installed a Dual radio in
my 02 jeep grand Cherokee and I bought the right wiring harness and matched all the colors but
only my rear speakers work. Just installed an aftermarket ken wood deck, in a Sunfire. What can
be causing this issue? Question I have a JVC kw-vbt and the system has been working fine, this
morning I started up my vehicle and no sound was coming out of the speakers. About 10
minutes into my commute to work, it started playing around again. It delays sound minutes after
starting up and I have no clue what this could be.. I listened to the rears and they are still
thumping, but there are no vocals coming through, I even replaced them today, but still nothing.
After installing, the radio is working fine, but there is some background noice. How to fix? The
bluetooth connection to mobile phone is in and out and on the unit it differents between phone
and audio playback. Connecting to one but not the other. Phone is connected, but the audio
playback is not possible, because the choise ON is disabeld. What to do? I have not found any
solution in the manual. I have a Civic. Bought it brand new and had an aftermarket system
installed shortly after I purchased the car. Currently have a Pioneer head unit. Boston Acoustic
front and rear speakers, 10 inch sub, and a 4 channel amp. Speakers and amp are originally
bought in My issue is the amplified audio from my speakers cuts off and on randomly. Stays
mainly off. It is the front and back speakers. When they cut off the only thing on and working is
unamplified sub. The transition from on to off, and back on when it happens, is quick and crisp.
Almost like a switch! Very clean transition. The head unit was replaced a few months before this
started to happen. Any advice would be appreciated! Run speaker wires directly to your
amplifier. Some cars have a speaker distribution box that has a small capacitor connected to
either the positive or negative side of each speaker wire! This prevents factory speaker overload
when you crank the radio up too high. I know this is going to be a pain in the ass but, you must
take every panel off and run the NEW speaker wires you can get either 16 or 18 gauge wires for
6X9 speakers, and 12 gauge speaker wire for the sub-woofer s! You changed-out your head unit,
you now must also change out your speaker wiring and connect it directly to the 4 chan. Hi, I
have a Ford Escape When I press the eject button on both the cd or cassette the display light
turns on. The it turns off.. I does not give me any sound. It takes the CD and ejects the CD. Any
suggestions? Is also warning lights coming on now and again also a symptom of bad current
on a vw polo? I have a infiniti i I installed my pioneer radio about 2 months ago and everything
worked perfectâ€¦ Bluetooth connection, radio, aux, etc. Then I get in my car today and my
phone connects to my radio but will not play sound Samsung Galaxy Emerge even connected
Bluetooth to another phone iPhone 6s. I had just been playing music 5 minutes before then I got
out of my car and came back then no sound. I tried to play the radio and the sound works fine!
Did I miss something? I have a chevy trailblazer luxury addition with on star. Do I need
something special to make it work since I have the on star and controls on my steering wheel? I
thought maybe it was the radio, but I tried my factory and it turns on but no sound now too.
Everything works perfect before I tried to hook up my aftermarket. Xdm Powers on plays radio.
HELP pleaseâ€¦? It has worked great since we bought the car until a month or so ago. When we
listen to the radio, everything is fine and it sounds good. Any ideas what is causing this and
how it can be fixed? Thanks for any help you can offer. Just bought an Opel Insignia with a
AC83xx corex4 unit replacing the original one. The issue i have is that the former owner
changed the language to Portuguese b4 switching headunit. This results in me having the
OnBoardComputer not changing language while changing it on the AC83xx corex4. I have my
pioneer after market radio installed and it works great while the car is on but once you turn it
over in idling mode the radio turns off, does the same thing if I turn my car lights on as wellâ€¦.

What could be the issue here? Can I switch out my factory Mono stereo with the Monsoon. I
know the monsoon amp has way to many wires to switch with my factory mono amp but can I
just switch the deck. The sound intermittently drops out of the right channel. In My Ford ranger
xlt. The deck i installed is only powering on when the headlights turn onâ€¦. Any Ideas? I have a
Toyota Tacoma. Ive had an aftermarket Kenwood head unit installed on the truck for at least 6
years now. Recently, I was on a road trip towing a trailer with a 4-pin adapter plugged into the
tow harness. While traveling, my radio, aux, bluetooth, or cd mode never played any music. My
head unit had power and would even beep through the speakers when the source was changed.
When I dropped the trailer and unplugged the adapter, music started playing again? Some time
went by and this music stopped playing again. This time I wasnt towing. This particular time, I
noticed an audible noise, like a white noise coming from the speakers, but no music would ever
play in any mode. I simply took the head unit out and unplugged it and it started playing music
again. Several weeks later, it happened again. No audible noises from speakers, still beeps from
the speakers when I switch modes, still has power. I have a crv and just recently had a battery
with a dead cell. I took out the stereo and it still makes the sound and while the car is off i cant
lock the car automatically. Does anyone know what i might have done wrong? My sub in my
Lincoln navigator was working jus fine a wire touched n now it sounds funny can you help.
While driving the unit will all of a sudden increase volume to max. I am wondering if it is a bad
steering wheel control adapter. Anyone hear of anything like this? Hi guys, I need help with my
Mitsubishi Lancer Does anyone has any clue about what might happen?! Thank you very much.
When I have the stock radio in, music plays loud and clear. But I put in my aftermarket radio and
no music will play but I have power to the radio. I put my stock radio back in and it still plays
music. I made sure the Fuses were good and a double checked all the wires and made sure they
were all hooked together. Worked perfect for six months but now when I turn the ignition off and
the power antenna retracts there is a problem. During the last 5 seconds of the retraction there
is a very loud noise coming from the speakers. When the antenna is all the way down the noise
stops. The radios work great until the power antenna is almost all the way down. I just installed
a brandless android head unit. But when ever i start the car. The unit becomes mute and i must
have to reset the unit for it to have sound. Please help me fix it or tell me what to do. The reason
why i bought it is because i wiuld like to use spotify. But i cant use it because the unit does not
allow spotify to draw over other apps. And the most annoying is that i have to reset the unit
every time to be able to get sound. I installed a pioneer avh in my ram with an aftermarket
harness that it required and now if I put truck in reverse the stereo turns off once in drive it
comes back on. Also if I hit a large bump it will turn off and sometimes does not come back on
until I turn truck off and turn truck back on. Sometimes it cuts off just randomly, at first I
thought it was because it was too loud but the other day it did it when the volume was lower.
Just for clarification the radio powers off and comes back on usually none of the settings are
lost. Any idea wtf is going on? Hi, I installed my aftermarket CD player in my truck, now when I
turn my key the truck starts without turning the key all the wayâ€¦â€¦. I have a JVC kwbt
installed in my passat. I used the PAC rp4-vw11 steering wheel control interface. The radio
keeps randomly rebooting. When I first installed it would reboot, seconds later reboot again. All
week last week it did not do it a single time. Then today it did it all day. Updated the stereo
firmware, double checked all of my wiring. Did you get your problem solved? Audio dealer is
replacing the unit next week. I replaced my old am fm casett raido in my f have power but no
sound the new jvc am fm cd player can you help thanks tim. Hey everyone I have a 99 Jeep
Grand Cherokee limited that has the aftermarket all hooked up but will only play in radio mode
but nothing else will play such as Bluetooth aux or Pandora. Any solutions? Am I missing a
wire? I took out the old radio. Installed the aftermarket kenwood. Checked wiring with test light.
All good. I am getting nothing to my kenwood. I used, Kenwood head unit, dash adapter kit,
wiring adapter and antenna adapter. I tried without the aftermarket wiring adapter, got nothing.
Then rewired with the wiring adapter, that is suppose to resolve the anti theft problem and still
get absolutely nothing. All fuses are good. Everything works fine for about 5 minutes then my
speakers start to crackle then squeal. What is causing this? All current features were to remain
available with the addition of another interface with touchscreen options allowing for streaming
and more bluetooth options. The aux option is no longer showing in the menu options and this
is the only way to use the 2nd interface. Not sure of the problem. Any assistance you can
provide would be appreciated. Hello, I installed an aftermarket unit in f with harness. It flashes
when plugged in but does not come on? What do I need to check? Hi guys, can any one please
tell me why the radio or the cd player on my car mercedes benz not turn on except when I put
the car in a reverse! A Jeep Cherokee latitude. Like it has no power. Hi I have a subaru impreza
and have a problem with a new stereo. I have plugged everything in and the stereo seems to
have power as it loads and ejects CDs but then the power will go off. Also I can press the

display button and it briefly tells me the time then goes off after 30 seconds? Help please. Hello,
first thing to check is wiring. Did you use a scosche, metra or wire harness that adapts the
aftermarket head unit to the wiring of your truck? Trying to install an aftermarket radio in my
Dodge ram , checked all the wiring, and it is connected correctly, but the constant wire is
getting zero power. Checked the fuse box, and it was fine, there are no tears in the wire either,
any ideas? Installed a amp and a sub. Could I have tripped the anti theft feature on the car? Or
what else could be wrong? And how to fix it please. Originally thought it was the wire harness
but all seems to be in order even has a canbus attached to it so avoids having to rewire the
ignition live. The OEM quadlock is missing the two smaller blocks inside it. Rumour has it the
additional wiring for these non existent speakers is on the factory wiring loom but hidden away.
Would you be able to advise on this? I have the stock 22gauge in the front and 16 gauge in the
back, the front sounds ok. But the back sounds muffled and low volume, shouldnt it have more
current running through the 16 gauge wire and thus more power to make it louder. I dont have
my amp wired yet. Your issue is with one of two things: 1. The head unit â€” if your head unit is
powering your system it may not be pushing enough power to all 4 channels. Hope this helps!
Also I can connect my phone and play music off my phone over the back speakers? Is it wired
wrong? I have a 06 Chevy Tahoe. Tv in the back on turn on either. Any idea what is happening?
Once it started it would not shift out of second gear. But it seems very odd that if the radio is
doing something the car messes up. Have you ever heard of anything like this happening. Hi I
bought a Target model car screen, everything works fine but the display lighting of the buttons
does not work Anyone know how to solve this problem? Hi i have a ford ranger as i was
installing a aftermarket radio i plugged it in and it worked i unplugged it to add some aditions
few items to it and plugged it in to see that it had no power the fuses are not blown but yet no
power what could be a issue. My Mini Cooper original factory radio stopped working, except for
the CD player. The CD player still plays perfectlyâ€¦ just, nothing else. All of a sudden my 01
Silverados kenwood radio gets louder or clearer when I turn off my engine. Username or Email
Address. Remember Me. Car Audio Troubleshooting. Kameron Scott 7 min read. Last updated
on November 19th, at am Page Content. See our Affiliate Disclosure for more info. Possible
Solution: Many cars have built in amplifiers that require a 12v signal to be sent in order to turn
on the Amplifier, most common being Bose, Infinity, and JBL. Possible Solution: First off, check
your wiring. If you have a voltage meter or a test light, test the ground black , constant 12v
yellow , and accessory 12v red wires to make see if you have the correct voltage in the correct
wires, as well as a good ground. Constant will always be 12v, whether or not your car is on.
Make sure to use your ground, as well as another ground like the frame or body of the car while
testing your constant and accessory to test that you have a good ground. If you find that one of
your power wires or ground wires are not correct, check your vehicle wire diagram and make
sure you have the correct corresponding power and ground wires. If you do not have power,
and you know for a fact your wiring is correct, check the fuses under the dash or under the
hood depending on your vehicle. After finding the location of the fuse, pull it and make sure that
the leads are not corroded and that the fuse has not been broken or popped. If your speakers
randomly stopped working and you noticed that your amplifier is in protection mode, there are a
few reasons why this might have happened. Most aftermarket amplifiers have a protection from
low and high voltage. Vice versa, if your battery is low and the amplifier is not receiving a
constant 12v, it will enter protection mode. Amplifiers will also enter protection mode if there is
a short somewhere. If you have a signal RCA wire that is shorting out, this could be your
problem so check to see if your RCAs are in-tact and not shorted. Also, if one of the output
channels are shorted out, or you have a blown speaker, many aftermarket amplifiers will enter
protection mode. Disconnect all output channels and see if it will return to normal operation.
Problem: Alternator Wine. Possible Solution: If you hear a wining noise that fluctuates with the
RPMs of your vehicle, and lessens when the car engine is turned off, you are dealing with
Alternator Wine. There are a few solutions to this problem: Wire in a Capacitor. A capacitor is
made to curve the spikes in power from the battery to the Amplifier, to create consistent 12v
power. Adding a capacitor with the correct farad, in some cases, will curve your amplifier power
drawing spikes enough to limit headlight dim. The rule of thumb farad â€” wattage conversion is
1 farad to every watts. Upgrade the Alternator. Replace your battery to a newer, bigger batter to
handle more power and load. Although this might not fix the problem it might help. Add an
Auxiliary Battery: Wire in a completely separate battery to power just your stereo. This will
lessen the load on your engine battery and sometimes will fix your headlight dim. Possible
Solution: If you installed a new head unit in your car, and you're now noticing that your car's
radio has an abnormal amount of static, you may have wired the unit incorrectly. Here's what
you should look for: Pull out the new car stereo to gain access to the wires again. Look for a
blue wire on the aftermarket head unit and ensure that it's connected to a corresponding wire

within your vehicle's wire harness. Without the power, your vehicle's antenna is significantly
less powerful and will result in static. Possible Solution: If you recently installed a stereo with
an amplifier s and subwoofers, your alternator and battery may not be powerful enough to
handle the additional power that's being pulled when your stereo is turned to high volumes.
Check your battery â€” is your battery fresh? Have one of your local auto stores like O'Reilly
Auto Parts do a load test on it. Your battery may be on its way out. Compare the output of your
alternator with the power demands of the stereo or components that you added to your car. You
may need an upgraded alternator. Get a capacitor â€” capacitors store battery to curve the
power demand spikes on your battery and alternator. This can help tremendously but requires
you to buy and wire in an additional component to your system. Installation Information. He
began assembling lists of products, how to's and more, testing products in his garage and
reviewing them as he installed them on customer vehicles. The goal was to give people easy
access to quality car audio and electronics and tech so that you don't have to spend hours
researching something like a car speaker. Between and he worked as a Digital Product Manger
at Motor Trend, working directly with the key editorial members like Mike Floyd and Ed Loh to
build meaningful web experiences tailored to the automotive enthusiast. Today he's still
assembling lists, testing products and writes articles along with the few members of
CarAudioNow's experts that he trusts. Apart from being the founder of CarAudioNow, he's the
primary editor and contributor as well. Related posts. Car Audio Troubleshooting , Learn.
Jumpstarting Your Car in 10 Easy Steps. Car Speakers â€” Why They Blow. Click here to cancel
reply. Great info. From what I remember, the radio checks either on power on or periodically for
a CD Changer probably the same with the stock amp, which also has a PCI bus connection. I
have an old Android phone that I use for media now, which would be nice to change tracks via
the steering wheel buttons as well. It lacks the track display, though. Seems like a lot of work for
something so simple, but my real reason for looking at the bus is to interface with a custom
lighting system LED arrays replacing all external lights except headlights, multiple colors,
customized patterns, visualizations if possibleâ€¦. I think that you can read the signal
information from the bus as well mainly to communicate to the instrument panel , which could
be used to get vehicle controls into a controller Arduino or FreeSOC. I did find an interesting
wiring diagram on wjjeeps. More might be available there. The only codes I saw were simple
byte status updates with the ignition on ACC. Maybe one of those was it, since it was happening
around every other second. Is your web server pretty decent? It could cause a traffic spike for
several hours. I want to tie together a custom LED kit for all external lights minus headlights , so
I can have audio visualizations and custom light flash patterns. Well u got any progress? I mean
any pratical example? Regards success Bruce and thanks all. I have a bluetooth ELM adapter
which i can read data from using laptop or the android torque app. Having read through this
post and trying a few things with my OBD II connection im not getting anywhere. Any ideas? I
have the same issue. ELM v1. PC, teraterm. In this case it was the ATMA command. So its
searching for the correct protocol. On mine I can read ATDP which just displays the protocol
which is currently selected, not the one that works for your vehicle. Its really strange, because I
can read trouble codes using a Engine Diagnostic software utility. I am having the same
problem as Nick is. After a few seconds it says timeout. I tried to set the protocol manually and
went through all 10 protocols with no change in result. When I set the protocol to automatic, I
get the same result as Nick above where it says search, but shows nothing. Any thoughts? I
also had the problem they were having on a Dodge Ram 4wd. I got no activity at all at the OBD2
port. I did tie into the Canbus High and Canbus Low wires behind the ignition switch. There I got
activity on 2 different protocols. There was a k 11bit signal and a k 11bit signal there. I found
that with the key off, the k signal is dead. However, the k signal is alive with no activity. I get
some info, but very little. I am trying to track down the door lock and unlock commands. It still
gives me buffer full almost immediately. I suspect if they connect to the bus at a different
location than the diagnostic port, they will have activity. I think I understand why people are
getting the searching error. There are a few things you need to make sure. The 2nd thing I
noticed.. If I plug into my OBD port and there is nothing else active on the Diagnostic port there
is no data to capture. Since I have another cable and program running on the diagnostic bus I
can capture data when that program is active. Of course I can only capture data related to that
programs activity. This may be helpful to identify exact activities if your program can send and
perform tests on certain systems. Hope the insight helps some others having issues hacking
their BUS. I seem to end every line in an error but I think it just may be a setup thing or the
terminal software. Also I noticed I get a buffer full error if there is more than a few seconds of no
activity on the bus so this may be what others are seeing as well. Thanks for the help. The
Toyota diagnostic software works though with the same cable. Seems like it ought to work, but
do I need a different piece of hardware? Thanks for any hints. I have started my own project

after having troubles working with windows obd software and also with pyobd. The program
has barely reached Version 0. My goal would be hooking up an android tablet and control the
music with my steering wheel and the music title showing up in the dash-display. A great guide,
thank you! Nothing is coming back? Every other command seems to work such as ATI and so
on. OK i printed for every AT command I send. What am I doing wrong?!? Please give me some
clues I have a Cobalt. Hey theksmith, firstly thanks for putting together this tutorial. You by far
have been the best resource for this type of information. I have spent hours searching the web.
According to the FSM it uses the same protocols as you described having. If thats true the
following question may not matter. If so were you able to decode any messages. So I want to
attempt to adjust the HVAC controls and see if its actually just the panel or if something going
on with the system. Thanks in advance for any thoughts. You rock man! So if you do anymore
with this please share your one of the few with some great real world work out there. Still
waiting Carduino. Hey man! I want to capture more data in a single log file. Is there any AT
command which can automatically clear buffer so that i can capture more data in a single click.
Thanks : Also, kindly provide me your email :. As explained by you, i tried capturing the data
through ATMA. However, i realized that whenever i ignite my car, first of all the initial rpm value
is always above for atleast 30 sec and then reduces to â€¦. Also, since my car is of ISO protocol,
how should i move forward to give commands to control it. It responded correctly few weeks
before and gave all supported sensor values. Please tell me what exactly this output means and
how to get rid of this problem. Is it some kind of UART problem or what? First of all, thank you!
You did a great job on writing up the process you used. I am working on hacking the volt and
but I cannot seem to connect to the ELM I have tried both and cannot connect to the adapter.
Likewise with the slick USB serial app. I am sure I am missing something basic. I am a bit
surprised that there is not more information on the subject of obdII and elm on the internetâ€¦.
FYI the Torque app on Android has a HUD mode where it is designed to be placed on the dash
facing up and the reflection in the window then is readable. This is simply magnificent work. I
have started working in this area and want to control the power windows asap to get started. Do
you have any experience with power windows, door locks or any other thing in the body
domain? I would love to pick up your brain on whatever you have to share. Can you send text to
that device or are stuck with the canned messages? Great work. Using ELM 1. But something
key is missing. I have a specific goal on this. What I am having a problem with is constructing a
header that is appropriate to access this module. Indeed I have yet to get any response after
setting up any header. I am begining to think I must be missing something. And that is all I have
managed to acheive so far. Has anyone got any suggestions please. Thanks theksmith for the
information. Yes a little knowledge can be dangerous. I used the same priority byte as I read on
the messages I had seen. I am not aware what or where the correct setting is. Having 2 K lines is
new to me so I will investigate joining them as the article suggests. Another article I read
suggested that the fault code reading and resetting would be the same code structure as the
ECM and I was going to proceed on that basis. So I intended to issue code 04 01 to find how
many faults, 04 nn to read them, and 05 to clear them. Does that sound reasonable, or will the
srs have a completly different structure. CanBus Etc. Hi, I read all your information as to how
you came about programming your stuff. Am of the opinion if I follow your instruction closely, I
will be able to install and program a pair of power folding mirrors on my grand cherokee
overland. According to the information I received in order for it function properly, it must be
programmed by the dealer. This looks like a big project for me. Will require as much help from
your program. I want to build an android app that would communicate with the custom ecu on
my car. All I know is it uses asynchonous protocol with 8 data bits, two stop bits, no parity 8n2.
As far as I got, before sending the request over bluetooth I would need to set up the adapter for
such communications. Are there any chances that it would work with ELM? As far as I got those
were the settings for the K-Line adapter on a windows machine 8n2, We use an ftbased k-line to
serial adapter for these communications. The goal is to replace a windows box with an android
device. Is there a baudrate? Or anything of that kind? Or in my case I can use this ELM
bluetooth adapter and set up my application for the baudrate and settings, which are hardcoded
in this adapter, and the adapter will do the rest? These are good hints to start with. I just looked
at that document from your link. It looks like KWP, but it communicates with 2 stop bits. So,
probably, elm think is not an option in my caseâ€¦. BCM of what vehicle? ATAL is a valid
command for v2. Hello there! Secure Your Workplace Network. I have a bluetooth type elm scan
tool ELM I can scan my ecu for trouble codes but i am having a hard time calibrating my throttle
body and start clutch for my cvt transmission. I dunno if this is possible with this scan tool and
what other softwares are available. I am using windows platform and most of the softwares fail
to connect only few work well. I just dont wanna buy a dollars worth scan tool. You have a very
interesting article. Keep it up and help me out in this if u can. Just bought the first year for ob2 ,

made in Sweden. But I keep hacking away at things ,I used to hack the old C- band burning
eprom chips , ram ,rom , run. But the years have flown. Bone stock. I have a Chrysler grand
voyager 2. The communication is PCI between radio head and amplifier. When I send a
command for volume up it says OK but level is not increasing also display not showing level up.
How can I send command with hyperterminal? Which 2 command you mean? If you can write
that two commands I can try it. Hi I have a jeep liberty 3. Does anyone know if this hacking can
be used to program the ecm to work with the engine? I have a E46 M3 with a monster turbo. The
way described above seems a bit hard to meâ€¦. I will happily pay for someone to fix it for
meâ€¦if you know anybody. Thanks in advance! OBDII simulators do exist for development
reasons. I have a quick question that you might be able to answer. But the speed data is a
multiplication of some value which changes from car to car. So how do I actually know exactly
what that value is. Testing different car speeds gives me different values for multiplying. What
should I do.? I wish the manufacturers would release their code open source and let the people
play. Second comment after reading part 2. There seems to be more enthusiasm for Saab
development and would like to get involved. Contact me if interested. This is realy a great guide.
Thank you so much for your work. Unfortunately I realy have some problems getting this to
work. Nothing at all. My script just waits and doesn get any information I tried all the CAN
protocols and set all the filters to pass all. Can you get me some input? Also can you tell me if
there is a way of reading GPS data out of the car? Thanks you so much! I am using a USB
device and could fix the buffer problem by using a higher baud rate. I tried every protocol but
nothingâ€¦. How I got my Amazon Echo to start my car. I finally got part 6 up. Thanks again.
They exist to among other things help the reader parse your sentences. Hi, thanks for your info!
I wanted to know if there is anyway to write adaptation values on to the control module. These
values are stored by the dme after completing drive cycles. However with some late model
bmws which fails tof store adaptation when there is a cel, or malfunction. I was able to pull view
hex values, but do not have a clue on if that could be forced store by using can bus bridge or
what? There must be a way to manually write the adaptations values. If it is capable of doing so
it self? I have a Nexus7 in place of the stock radio and I want to interact with the vehicle, first of
all control the media with steering wheel buttons : I have a lot to read.. So that cable can send
OBD packet you say? Can I send a CAN packet via this cable? Some answer stated that the new
cars may not allow a can packet to be sent by diagnostic purposed cables. Hi guys, Very
interesting post. How can I do a dump of the car system uConnect Live from odb2? I Looking
keypad console device holding car key chain and released typing in password. I am running
Ubuntu NOT Android. Have anything for Ubuntu Hi thank you for your great work I am working
on the elm ver 1. I also facing the same problem. If you found any solution of it, please email me
hj aviacell. Port 5 may be the key. Simply powering port 16 and grounding port 4 may not do it.
This thread has been useful I am gonna try this to see if I can get the cam sensor reading for a
Chevy box van so I can time it. I bought a elm usb tool, i connected it to my laptop and started
sending AT commands using Hyper terminal, but it is not responding at all, what could be
wrong. I need to control the climate controls via sowftware on Windows on a Touareg 1
prefacelift which uses k-line kwp protocol. Do you think this possible? Would you have any
helpful ressources on this? Do you know if there is a way to do that? Conditions: 1 Basic head
unit Peugeot Air con is operated through head unit. Problem: 1 I want to use Mirror Link and air
con. Thanks a lot for this website and information! Always thought it was a well-guarded secret
on how to access these systems. Then hopefully, if successful, onto some later models. Not
sure how much time I will be able to dedicate to this project, but at least you have pointed me in
the right direction to experiment. Buad set to in terminal. Perfect results within 30 minutes, and
even that was just down to navigating the Serial Bluetooth Terminal app more than anything
else. I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee and I was wondering how to hack the skim system to
program ECU without skim or program my new key without pin I prefer the first option get back
to me please. I had a bluetooth adapter with the HC05 interface. I have bought 2 new
replacement units both v1. If you are still interested I found this. Great article by the way! Great
work and thanks for time you put into making this information available. This is awesome.
Thank you! I have never got to read manufacture specific codes though. The information on
your page got me some steps further Thanks A great guide, thank you! Please give me some
clues :- thanks! Look at the dash. Maybe the dash is full of shit? Assis Still waiting Carduino
Hey man! Thanks : Also, kindly provide me your email : thanks! So, probably, elm think is not an
option in my caseâ€¦ i have Elm clone mini Bluetooth device vs 2. Victor hi from across the big
pond â€” no one is ever too old to learn something new! Hi, I have a Chrysler grand voyager 2.
Hi, Which 2 command you mean? Thanks in advance. He pingback, thanks for the reply. Thanks
for posting this! Best Regards, San ok i have an ecu management program that will let me tune
my ecu or pcm can i use a scan tool to interface to a computer with this program to adjust the

setting of the stock program thats in the car I Looking keypad console device holding car key
chain and released typing in password. This is a great introduction! Looking at developing
something with ELM bluetooth. This write up is so good, thank you! Anyone working on this?
This thread has been useful I am gonna try this to see if I can get the cam sensor reading for a
Chevy box van so I can time it I bought a elm usb tool, i connected it to my laptop and started
sending AT commands using Hyper terminal, but it is not responding at all, what could be
wrong Hi, I need to control the climate controls via sowftware on Windows on a Touareg 1
prefacelift which uses k-line kwp protocol. Thanks Conditions: 1 Basic head unit Peugeot Yer a
gent! Find the Dodge stereo wiring diagram you need to install your car stereo and save time.
Scroll down and find the Dodge wire guide you need. Every Dodge stereo wiring diagram
contains information from other Dodge owners. Does anyone have a Dodge Ram radio with
navigation wiring diagram? The navigation portion jacks up the conversion to an aftermarket
without nav. The radio with monitor, navigation and rear camera. Can you help me? Ricky, ask
and you shall receive: Dodge Ram Audio Wiring. Jessica, ask and you shall receive: Dodge
Journey Radio Wiring. Joel, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car radio wire
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any info
on the Dodge Charger SE stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our Modified Life
community would be able to post a reply and help you out. Specifically for the se model. Will,
we suggest you install a car auxiliary input adapter. This aux input adapter will allow you to
input any portable music player, mp3 player, Apple iPod or Apple iPhone into your factory
stereo. This is the easiest and most cost effective way to add an audio input into your factory
radio directly rather than over the air. Here is the adapter you will need:. Hope this helps. I want
to intercept the output from the cd changer to install an aux input. Please help me. Ty, as much
as we would like to assist you, most of the car stereo wire information listed on our website is
provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Dodge Charger stereo
wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able
to chime in and assist you. I need radio wiring diagram for dodge charger with 9 speaker system
including subwoofer please. Does anyone know if I have to replace the whole system or what
are my options? Thanks in advance. Chris, if you want to have better quality sound system in
your Dodge Ram , the first thing we suggest you do is replace your factory speakers with
aftermarket speakers. Here are your Dodge Ram speaker sizes:. Second, we suggest you install
an aftermarket subwoofer. Here are the five components you will need:. Car Subwoofer 2. Car
Subwoofer Box to house your car subwoofer. Car Audio Amplifier that matches your subwoofer
power needs and ohm rating. Car Amplifier Wiring Kit that can handle the power needs of your
amplifier. RCA Line Out Converter to feed an audio signal from your factory radio to your
aftermarket amplifier. First run all your amplifier power from your car battery to where you plan
on mounting your amplifier. Next, run your ground wire from your grounding point to your
amplifier. Instead of wiring your RCA Line Out Converter to your factory amplifier, wire it to the
rear speaker wires to get a full range audio source. This will provide an audio signal to your
after market amp. Lastly, connect your subwoofer to your after market amplifier using the
speaker wire in the amplifier wiring kit. Good luck with your Dodge Ram amplifier and
subwoofer installation. I have a dodge ram with the factory infinity stereo. What is an alternative
option for a better quality sound system using the stock head unit? Thanks for your help. Josh,
as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring information listed on our
website is provided by our visitors. I need a diagram for the radio in a Dodge Caravan with
infinity sound system. Alex, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the
Dodge Journey stereo wiring information but hopefully someone from our Modified Life
community would be able to chime in and help you out. I need a radio wiring diagram for a
dodge intrepid. Thers a fuse that goes to the power amp and I cant locate it. This is the car with
the 7 speaker infinite system. I Need the wiring diagram and colors to the Speakers and the
Stock Amp. I am bypassing the stock amp and need the colors to know which wires to splice.
Thank you. I am wanting to install some subwoofers in my Dodge Nitro but keep my factory
stereo. Can you please help me with the diagrams or info I need to do so. Im looking for the
wiring color codes for a dodge ram crewcab audio system. Its just a stock system no upgrades.
Good luck with your search. Can I get a wiring diagram for the stereo for this model. Good luck
with your Dodge Ram navigation installation. Car speed signal input. Parking brake signal input
3. Reverse gear signal input. I need to know where is the speed detection curcuit lead off the
vehicle injection computer? I need a wiring diagram for a dodge ram with factory speakers and
factory stereoâ€¦ Thanks. Bryan, double check ALL your fuses because certain vehicles may
have the domelight circuit tied into another circuit not labeled domelight. You may have
additional fuse boxes by the driver kick panel, under the steering column or under the hood.

Good luck with troubleshooting your Dodge Caravan domelight. My son put a new stereo in
dodge caravan and shorted something out. I am trying to troubleshoot my dodge ram truck
wiring system. My radio went out along with other dashboard electronics. I have been able to
restore all other dashboard electronics, but the raido eludes me. Any diagrams or helps from
previous request would be great. I need a wiring diagram for a Dodge Spirit with the 3. You can
do this by pulling each fuse and making sure it is not blown. Most cars have a single wire that
provide power to the radio and the cigarette lighter socket so it sounds like you may have a
blown fuse. Good luck with your Dodge Tradesman B radio troubleshooting. Hi name is Jason
and i need to know which wire on a dodge ram slt radio is the remote wire for my amp to hook
up to. I need the radio wiring diagram for a Dodge Grand Caravan. I am also looking to install a
new JVC car stereo, and the adapter kit from Best Buy does not match the original wiring
harness. Please help! I need the radio diagram for a Dodge Lancer. I got a used Radio from a
junk yard and it does the same thing the original one did. I think it may be a wire problem rather
than a radio problem. I need a stereo wiring diagram for a Dodge Ram 2dr if available. Cory, you
will require a line out converter. A line out converter will allow you to provide an aftermarket
amplifier with an audio signal via RCA wires. Here is the Line-Out Converter you need:. Good
luck with your subwoofer install. I am looking for the diagram for what each pin is on the back
of the head unit. I need to test a stock head unit I have from a 05 Durango with the Infinity
sound. Yeah I need a radio wiring diagram for a Dodge Stratus SE all it has is a factory stock cd
player with radio. If you could help me out here that would be great thanks again. I need the
schematic for a radio for a Dodge Stratus ES with cassette and 4 disc changer. This is factory. I
need a wiring diagram for a dodge grand caravan with an infinity sound system. I am looking for
the radio wiring diagram. Thank you, Charles. I need a factory radio wiring diagram for a Dodge
Dakota Sport. Specifically the speaker color schematics. I would like to ask if you could please
get the wiring diagram for a dodge Infinity sound system? What do they go to?? James, your
vehicle may have a factory amplifier that needs to be turned on by your after market radio. Good
luck. Hi I am trying to install a new stereo into a dodge caravan I just bought. The wires do not
match up to the wires on the new stereoâ€¦. Thanks Laura. This information was great. Trying to
disconnect center speaker. I need to know if i have to buy a certian hook up for a dodge
durango with an infinity stereo my friend told me i have to buy some thing to overide the factory
amp that is in the car and would like a wiring diagram for a dodge durango. I have a Dodge
Magnum with the standard 4 speaker system. I would like to upgrade my speakers to start with,
and can really use a diagram to identify the wiring scheme, especially to show positive and
negative combos. Can I get a wiring diagram for a Dodge Spirit with the Infinity stereo? I need
the wiring diagram that shows the wires from the stereo to the speakers. I have a Dodge Dakota
and need to know the stereo wiring configuration Thanks for your website! It appears that there
may have been 2 connectors of wiring?? Possibly one for speakers and one for power, memory,
ground, etcâ€¦. I have a plug from a , but the color code is different. I have a 4 speaker sysyem
Thanks. I would like know what wires are what on my radio. Well i have came across a dodge
intrepid with the infinity sounds in it and some one cut the harness out so i was woundering if u
might have the diagram for it? Its not on your list and i was wondering if you could help me by
e-mailing me a diagram for my car. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content.
Dodge Radio Stereo Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your
email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. It looks like you're
new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. March edited August in Jeep. Turned on the jeep this morning, radio
will not play. The CD player will take and eject a cd but will not play it. Very weird I have been
through the obivous Any ideas? March The SAME exact thing happened to my radio!!!! I
thought it as the fuses, so I bought new fuses, nothing was fixed. I pushed every button, still
nothing. The clock orks still and some of the buttons are lit up. I just purchased a Grand
Cherokee 2 weeks ago. Yet I could apparently change stations. Several hours later, after the car
sat for awhile, it worked again. I had the dealer check it and they found a TB for it. But several
days later, the same thing happened. Believe it or not, it was just after I filled the tank again.
Once the car sat for a while, the radio worked again. I haven't contacted the dealer again just
yet. From Mar 14 I will answer my own question with what our dealer got from Jeep engineering:
you must turn the radio OFF before turing off the ignition and then the radio stays in AUX mode
when you start the car. But of course you have to turn the radio back on again as well. One of
the crazier answers I have ever heard. The radio does not require that operation to stay in
AM,FM or CD mode as you can switch off the car with the radio on and it goes back to the mode
you left it in. Seems to me a true design bug! I don't think it's worth fighting, but one of my first
minor disappointments with this new vehicle. May July October After several repair visits, the

dealer douwnloaded an update to the Nav system, whic was supposed to cure the periodic
no-sound problem. But the update has changed the icons on the Nav system, but now it doesn't
match the instruction in the manual. While I think the update added so features to the Nav
system, which I like, it would be nice to have the addendum to the manual or a new manual. The
Service Manager at the dealership has the same problem. As I switch from mode to mode
satellite to hard drive to bluetooth, etc. The volume levels go up and down, but the sound
remains the same. I have to turn the volume down to zero, wait a few seconds, and then I can
control it. Anyone else have these problems? Does anyone know if there is a code to get my 6
disk cd player to work on my 99 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo? It stopped working after my
battery was replaced. The radio still works, it's just that the cd player option is not there
anymore. Don't recall seeing anyone post about that problem before; it's always the radio code
that's needed. You could try finding and pulling the fuse for the CD player and see it that resets
it. November I think that the dealer has finally been able to solve my problem. After several
service visits, and two new uploads, the Nav works and I have been able to use it. The only
remaining problem is that I believe that there is an addendum to the instruction manual because
the icons are different, but no one can get it for me. I have contact Navtec and Jeep, who just
send me back to the dealer. The dealer has been very helpful, but still not able to get me the
instructions. I just bought a used '08 GC and I have the same stereo. Mine did the same thing as
you describe I turned the stereo power off and then back on, and everything was fine. It hasn't
repeated since. I saw a couple of people post about a squealing sound coming from their MyGig
Stereo unit. I just bought a used GC and mine is doing the same thing I think. Flammable
described it as "a squeeling constant static coming thru the speakers". That's exactly what I'm
hearing. It does it when the vehicle is driving or is parked. It does it at random times, and lasts
for a random amount of time. Last night I was sitting in my garage and it started doing it. Engine
was stopped, no key in ignition. Had been parked for an hour after driving home. Only the
interior lights were on while I was digging through my glove box. There was no CD in the unit.
Has anyone discovered the source of this sound? Do I need a new MyGig unit? Took it to the
dealership to have it looked at, and they just ordered me a new MyGig unit. If I get an
explanation as to what was wrong I'll post it. February I bought this radio on ebay, thingking
that it would have fitted on my Grand cherokee Laredo. I've read somewhere else on the web,
and the person who sold me the radio told the same, that I can mount this radio. Is there anyone
who can help me? Thanks a lot. April New Grand Cherokee with miles. Radio problem.
Dealership cannot solve. I turn off and back on and it is fixed. Was told it has all the software
upgrades so they took out the radio and installed another radio. This one does the same thing.
Anyone have this problem? I was told there was an error code UO in first radio. No error code
on the second radio. They made me drive to the dealership while it wasn't working and still no
error code. June Radio with NAVI NAVI acts erratically My 07 GC radio did the same thing and
eventually died completely. The radio guy said that Jeep used to put the amplifier under the rear
seat and in it's current location near the rear hatch, moisture gets to it. Jeep doesn't have a
program or recall so you are out of luck. There is nothing wrong with the radio. The amplifier is
digital and made by Damler Chrysler same as Mercedes and can't be diagnosed with a standard
meter. Bite the bullet and just replace the amp or install an after-market radio but you most
likely will lose the steering wheel volumn and track changing controls and the satellite radio
interface as well. I have a 98 jeep grand cherokee limited. Factory stereo cd and tape. Might of
happened when the battery connection came loose, not sure. The lighted button light up when
the car lights come on and pressing the volume knob brings up the clock. Thats it. Will not turn
on or accept CDs or tapes. Does not ask for a code. There's two fuses for your radio. The
memory circuit is tied in with something else that stays hot all the time. Check the "radio" fuse
if your radio acts exactly the same when the ignition switch is turned off. If the clock always
shows "", check for an inoperative horn, cigarette lighter, power outlet, or interior lights. If you
find something that is dead, check the appropriate fuse. That circuit also feeds the radio's
memory circuit. There are four common problems that occur to these models. When a dealer
ships one to me, I address all four issues right away so their customers won't experience any of
the other problems in the future. However, a dead radio is not one of these problems unless the
UPS basketball team handles it; then the power supply board can be cracked when the radio
gets dropped. If that happens, you won't have any display at all. I suspect you will find a blown
fuse due to the bad battery connections. The rapid repetitive voltage spikes can pop a fuse from
the charging of the memory circuits in the various computers on the vehicle. This usually
results in no permanent damage other than the fuse. In fact it kept blinking on and off as if it
were trying to find a signal. It appeared to be stuck on the last station that I used and no
volume. I tried some of the suggestions posted including disconnecting the battery but to no
avail. I went on to my sirius radio account and treated the radio as if it were a new installation. I

had a new activation signal sent and 5 minutes later my radio was working fine. August I bought
this from a neighbor last year. Radio works intermittently. Will work fine for 1 week then nothing
for 4 months. No AM, no FM, no cassette, no light except the dim backlighting when running
lights are turned on. Previous owner said problem started about 10 years ago when he had car
phone installed; phone has since been disconnected. Both radio wiring harnesses appear fine.
Just picked up my new grand on friday i am impressed and i got a great deal with clunker
program,it has the x package on it Can i have the nav-rear camera group package installed now
or do you have to order from the factory that way. Thanks folks. September I recently bought a
grand Cherokee. I get power on the radio but all it does is display the word 'Jeep' and nothing
else. This will last for a little while, then a red light flashes and the unit turns off. Does anyone
have any suggestions on what I can do. Mine was two weeks in and had a little over a hundred
mile son it. After the dealer switching them out four times. We installed a after market and have
not had a problem ever since and also, recieved a sound that was ten times better by just
changing the radio only. WOW And the price was cheaper for buying the new one and
installation compared to what they charge us for the factory garbage Major difference I also,
found out that Infinity only puts their name on it and they have nothing to do with
manufacturing There is no need to post the same message more than once. We just bought a
Grand Cherokee here in Germany. Our Radio just keeps telling us 'Please wait for 2 hr', then
switching to 'wait'. This weekend we had to travel to York, UK and a guy told us that we have to
reset the code, since it was entered incorrectly. Any hints where to go to reset it? Thanks for the
reply. Unfortunately Chrysler Germany has no idea if they can get the code, since the
Serialnumber is not in their list E The model number is : Cheers, I got the code. Are there any
walkarounds to get rid of this 2 hour wait on the radio display? Best Regards Michael :confuse:.
Unotunately not. Had the Battery disconnected and took out the radio for the serial, brand, etc
Starts always with "Please wait 2hrs", then switching to "wait" I never had the car running for 2
hrs, so I can't say if it works then Thank you anyway and kind regards from Heinsberg,
Germany. Michael Would it be possible to use another radio in there? You could try it with the
key on but without the engine running. Some Honda radios work that way. Here's the Volvo
technique - maybe that'll help. Hi, I have exactly the same problem. I dont know how can I give
the correct code now, I had tried it with engine off, but still nothing, still WAIT there pls could
you help me? Katarina, I didn't have time to try it until now. I'll keep you posted. Regards
Michael. My 98 GC has the original radio and recently only picks up 4 or so radio stations. It
seems like there is no antenna attached to the radio. I pulled the antenna out of the fender well
and everything looks good and connected but getting to the back of the radio was more than I
was up to The CD player works great as do all other features on the radio, just very poor
reception. Has anyone come across this problem and can offer suggestions on what the
problem could be? Does anyone have a source for replacement bulbs for inside the radio. The
radio controls on the steering wheel not working. Hi, I have a '05 Limited with the 6 disc changer
with navigation. I got in my truck the other morning and the highs were the only thing that play
music now. All my door speakers stopped working. I checked the fuse in the fuse box that was
assigned to the amp and it was fine. The highs quit when i pulled it out. Does anyone know
where the factory amp is physically located in the vehicle? Does anyone have any idea what this
may be? Are there other fuses I should check? Thanks, Matt. I have a 4X4 Laredo with the N
radio. I have an intermittent problem which is annoying. Generally when I go around a corner,
the radio turns off returning to the clock screen. Within 5 minutes the radio comes on again. I
had the radio back to the dealer and there were no error codes. Has any one had a similar
experience or know what is going on? I am having the same problem on my overland. I turn left
or right and radio shuts off, turns back on in about 20 seconds. It even resets my equalizer
settings which is annoying the heck out of me. This seems to happen 1 or 2 times
automatic transmission diagram pdf
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a day. I am taking it in for service tomorrow, hopefully they can fix what is wrong with it. If they
find the problem, I will try to post their solution. I have owned this Jeep for over two years and
been very happy with it. I purchased it used; it's a GC with a 6 cylinder. The previous owner had
installed an aftermarket stereo, and I have since installed a new Sony unit after experiencing the
following issues. My issue is this: The front door speakers would intermittently not work and
now don't work at all. The remote door lock would ALSO intermittently work to unlock, but
always lock. Now the remote does not work to unlock at all. BOTH of these events seemed to
happen concurrently. I'm wondering if the passenger control module could be the source of my
problem as the two seem to be part of both systems at least according to what I read in the

manual. I would appreciate anyone's input as far as a resolution for the issue is concerned.
Thanks in advance! Sign In or Register to comment.

